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Abstract

To understand a discourse� the reader needs to recover the relations between the discourse
elements as intended by the writer� Writers can� and very often do� help the reader along by
providing explicit lexical signals of the intended discourse relations through the use of lexicalised
discourse markers� In this paper we present a novel approach for generating texts containing
multiple� embedded rhetorical relations� each of which is lexically marked� Our analysis inte�
grates syntactic factors� ideas from rhetorical structure theory� notions of text�grammar� and
�ndings from psycholinguistic research into a uni�ed� feature�based account� The current im�
plementation allows us to generate several good variants of text structures containing multiple
discourse relations� while blocking dispreferred variants�

� Introduction

To understand a discourse� the reader needs to recover the relations between the discourse
elements as intended by the writer� Writers can� and very often do� help the reader along by
providing explicit lexical signals of the intended discourse relations through the use of discourse
markers� such as �although�� �nonetheless�� �in order to� and �on the other hand�� Di Eugenio
et al� �	

�� and Grote and Stede �	

� emphasise the three types of decisions which need
to be made in generating appropriate discourse markers� occurrence� whether to generate a
marker� placement� where to place the marker� and selection� which marker to use� This work
concentrates on placement and the interaction between placement and selection�

The approach here di�ers from previous work in presenting a more formal analysis of the
generation of discourse markers which combines empirical� linguistic and psycholinguistic factors�
It takes into consideration the constraints imposed by syntax� semantics and text structure to
generate texts like these�

�	� Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� However� the medicine is for you� so never give it
to other patients�

��� Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� but since the medicine is for you� never give it to
other patients�

while avoiding texts like these�

�This work is supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council �epsrc� Grant L������
�Also referred to variously as clue words �Reichman� �	
���cue phrases �Grosz and Sidner� �	
��� clue phrases

�Cohen� �	
��� rhetorical markers �Scott and de Souza� �		��� sentence and clausal connectives �Knott and Mellish�
�		��� discourse cues �Di Eugenio et al�� �		��� and discourse connectives �Webber et al�� �			��



��� �Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� But the medicine is for you� consequently� never
give it to other patients�

��� �Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� Since the medicine is for you� never give it to
other patients� however�

What is particularly interesting about these texts� which are representative of our target data�
is that they contain multiple� embedded rhetorical relations� There is little previous work on
multiple discourse markers� in particular in marking embedded discourse relations� Webber et
al� �	


� allow for multiple discourse markers in their LTAG discourse representations� but
these are between single pairs of propositions� In contrast� the cases which we are considering
have only a single discourse relation between a pair of propositions� but either of the pair may
contain a second complex discourse within it� To our knowledge� there is no previous work on
generating multiple discourse markers governing spans larger than the sentence��

We know that there are usually several ways to realise a given rhetorical relation� so it
follows that if we have embedded relations and want to mark them all explicitly� the range of
options will be even larger� Our goal in the work described here is to e�ciently generate only the
licensed combinations of discourse markers for communicating the rhetorical relations� In Section
�� we present our approach to generating discourse markers� and in particular to generating
appropriate discourse relations for embedded discourse relations� While our machinery may
seem excessive for generating single discourse markers� the strengths of our approach become
evident in the ease with which we are able to handle multiple discourse markers� Section �
describes the implementation of this approach in the domain of Patient Information Lea�ets
�the inserts patients receive with medicines��

� A feature�based treatment of discourse markers

Our analysis integrates syntactic factors� ideas from rhetorical structure theory� notions of text�
grammar� and �ndings from psycholinguistic research�

We utilise the insights from Scott and Souza �	

�� on generating texts which e�ciently and
accurately convey the intended rhetorical relations� and which follow established psycholinguistic
�ndings on ease of processing� We represent text structure as a fairly standard rhetorical
structure tree in which the non�terminal nodes are RST relations �Mann and Thompson� 	
��
the terminal nodes are propositions�� and the arcs are labelled nucleus or satellite� Various
feature annotations on the nodes of the tree control the ordering of clauses� the choice and
placement of discourse markers� and the placement of sentence boundaries� Certain constraints
are essential for generating comprehensible and coherent texts� while others are simply stylistic
preferences� This section will focus on those which are essential� i�e� those which form the heart
of our analysis� while section � will describe some of the optional constraints� which may be
considered implementation choices�

A somewhat incidental classi�cation in Knott�s thesis �Knott� 	

�� has proven extremely
useful in our analysis� In his Appendix A� he lists all of the discourse markers considered in his
corpus analysis� along with their �syntactic category�� conj�adverb� subordinator� coordinator�
prepositional phrase or phrase with sentential complement �we are calling the conj�adverb class
parenthetical�� The �rst three of these categories appear frequently in our domain� and are what
we will concentrate on here�

What is useful about this classi�cation is that it gives us the positions in which each discourse
marker may appear� A discourse marker with the category parenthetical �e�g�� �however�� can
occur in several positions� but only in the linearly second �simple or complex� sub�unit of the

�See �Rosner and Stede� �		�� for a schema�based approach which allows multiple discourse markers in a single
sentence�

�By proposition here� we mean the meaning of a rhetorically simple text unit �i�e� one that is not analysed further
at a rhetorical level��



relation� a coordinator �e�g�� �but�� must be expressed at the beginning of the second sub�unit�
and a subordinator �e�g�� �although�� may be expressed at the beginning of either the �rst sub�
unit or the second� This means that with subordinator discourse markers� the linked spans can
occur in either order� For parenthetical or coordinator discourse markers� the order of the spans
is determined by whether the expression is realised on the nucleus or the satellite of the relation�

Based on our analysis of the possible combinations of discourse marker classes� we �nd that
discourse markers have a �scope� ordering that falls out from their syntactic properties� Because
parenthetical markers have the freest syntax� they can often be used higher up in the rhetorical
tree� outscoping subordinator and coordinator markers� For instance� given the rhetorical struc�
ture in Figure 	� where concession dominates justify� the text in ��� is preferable to that in
����

��� Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� However� since the medicine is for you� never give
Elixir to other patients�

��� �Although Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� the medicine is for you� consequently�
never give Elixir to other patients�

In the �rst passage� the selected parenthetical marker for concession ��however�� outscopes
the subordinator marker chosen for justify ��since��� so the rhetorical structure is expressed
clearly� In the second passage� a subordinator marker for concession ��although�� is outscoped
by a parenthetical marker for justify ��consequently��� and the result sounds awkward� It would
sound better with the last proposition in a separate sentence�

��� Although Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� the medicine is for you� Consequently�
never give Elixir to other patients�

but this passage expresses a di�erent rhetorical structure� with justify dominating concession�
There are also text�grammar �Nunberg� 	

�� constraints imposed by the discourse mark�

ers� We have four levels in the text grammar� phrase �less than a full orthographic sentence��
sentence �orthographic sentence�� paragraph and section� For subordinator discourse mark�
ers� the two linked spans must both have level � phrase� For coordinator discourse markers
it is preferable �in formal writing styles� for both linked spans to have level � phrase� For
parenthetical discourse markers it is preferable for the linked spans to have level � phrase�
To illustrate these constraints� here are three passages that violate them�

�� �Never give Elixir to other patients� Although it has no signi�cant side�e�ects�

�
� �Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� But never give it to other patients�

�	�� �Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� however� never give it to other patients�

Figures � and � show how we integrate these various constraints to produce two possible
speci�cations of the simple rhetorical structure shown in Figure 	� corresponding to the texts
in examples �		� and �	�� respectively�

�		� Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� However� the medicine is for you� so never give
Elixir to other patients�

�	�� Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� but since the medicine is for you� never give Elixir
to other patients�

The initial rhetorical structure has only relations annotated� along with the nucleus and
satellite roles of the participation propositions� It is not until the speci�c discourse markers are
selected that the order of clauses �position� and text�grammar category �level� are �xed�



concession

"Zovirax has no significant side-effects"justify

N S

N S

"The medicine is for you""Never give Zovirax to other patients"

Figure �� Example of rhetorical structure

concession

N S

LEVEL = PARAGRAPH

LEVEL = SENTENCE
POSITION = 2

LEVEL = SENTENCE
POSITION = 1

"Zovirax has no significant side-effects"justify

N S

LEVEL = PHRASE
POSITION = 2 POSITION = 1

LEVEL = PHRASE

"never give Zovirax to other patients"
DISC-MARKER = "so" DISC-MARKER = "however"

"the medicine is for you"

Figure �� Informal text structure



concession

N S

LEVEL = SENTENCE

LEVEL = PHRASES
POSITION = 2

LEVEL = PHRASE
POSITION = 1

"Elixir has no significant side-effects"justify

N S

LEVEL = PHRASE
POSITION = 2 POSITION = 1

LEVEL = PHRASE

"the medicine is for you"
"never give Elixir to other patients" DISC-MARKERS = "but", "since"

Figure �� Another informal text structure

� Implementation

This analysis has been implemented using constraint logic programming� in a generation system
for Patient Information Lea�ets �PILs�� We are currently able to generate all licensed variants
of text structures containing multiple discourse relations� while blocking dispreferred variants�
The texts generated will vary along a number of dimensions� based on the interaction of the
constraints already noted� order of propositions� discourse markers and placement of sentence
boundaries�

We distinguish two kinds of text�structure units� corresponding to the terminal and non�
terminal nodes in the �gures� simple units and complex units� These share most textual features�
but di�er in their semantic features� The meaning of a complex unit is represented by the features
relation� nucleus and satellite� in the �gures� the relation is the rhetorical label on the
node� while the nucleus and satellite are the units pointed to by the outgoing arcs� The meaning
of a simple unit is represented by the feature proposition� whose value �for present purposes�
will be regarded merely as a string of words�

The full list of features and values used in simple and complex units is shown in Table 	�

simple or complex unit complex unit only

number� single� multiple disc�marker� complex feature

position� �� � relation� concession� justify� etc�

cue�store� passes values of higher nodes

level� phrase� sentence� paragraph� section

Table �� Features available on nodes of text structure tree� and their possible values

In the basic rhetorical structure �Figure 	�� nucleus and satellite are not assigned a linear
order� The position feature speci�es the order of the unit in relation to its sister� once that has
been �xed� The cue�store feature serves to pass information about discourse markers down the
tree from the �non�terminal� node where they are introduced to the �terminal� node where they
are expressed� Where they are realized and the position options available both depend upon the



syntactic categories of the speci�c discourse markers selected for each relation� Number simply
indicates whether the text unit is made up of one or several sub�units at the same level�
For instance� a paragraph might have as one daughter a relation composed of two complete
sentences� thus� that daughter would have level�sentence and number�multiple� The
discourse marker feature has four sub�features de�ning its meaning� wording� syntax� and
placement� These features and values are� relation �the rhetorical relation�� phrase �the
lexical realisation�� syntax �subordinator� coordinator or parenthetical�� and locus �nucleus
or satellite��

As examples� here are three discourse marker de�nitions for the concession relation�

� relation concession

locus satellite

syntax subordinator

phrase �although�

� relation concession

locus nucleus

syntax coordinator

phrase �but�

� relation concession

locus nucleus

syntax parenthetical

phrase �however�

Figure � illustrates these features in a more complete version of the text structure shown
informally in Figure �� with discourse markers selected for each relation� the corresponding
text is repeated as �	��� The tree simpli�es only in one respect� discourse markers are shown as
words rather than as discourse marker speci�cations� Working through the tree� we see that this
particular speci�cation of the rhetorical structure from Figure 	 is a single sentence� composed
of a single phrase �p	� followed by a complex of two phrases �p� and then p��� The relation
between p	 and p��p� is concession� lexicalised by �but�� and the feature cue�store passes
the information down� �rst to the internal node for the nucleus �as the lexicon tells us �but� is
realized there�� then on to the terminal node for p� where the marker will be realised� as p�
precedes p�� The choice of �but� �xes the order of p	 and p��p�� because its syntax requires
that the nucleus be in second position� The justify relation between p� and p� is lexicalised
by �since�� which is also realised on p�� its satellite �both orders for p� and p� will be generated��

�	�� Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� but since the medicine is for you� never give Elixir
to other patients�

Other variants will also be generated� for instance�

�	�� Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� However� never give Elixir to other patients� since
the medicine is for you�

�	�� Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� However� since the medicine is for you� never give
Elixir to other patients�

�	�� Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects�

However� the medicine is for you� Consequently� never give Elixir to other patients�

Two of the constraints which have been implemented to capture more stylistic preferences
are�

� The root of the text structure should be a single unit of a level of sentence or higher� i�e�
we do not want to generate isolated phrases or disconnected sequences of units�

�There is other syntactic information about each discourse marker� most critically what the syntactic forms are
licensed with it� which is not shown here�



RELATION concession

DISC-MARKER but

LEVEL sentence

NUMBER single

POSITION 1

CUE-STORE []

p1 = "Elixir has no significant side-effects"

p2 = "the medicine is for you"

p3 = "never give Elixir to other patients"

NUCLEUS

RELATION justify

DISC-MARKER since

LEVEL phrase

NUMBER multiple

POSITION 2

CUE-STORE [but]

SATELLITE

PROPOSITION p3 PROPOSITION p2

PROPOSITION p1

LEVEL phrase

NUMBER single

POSITION 1

CUE-STORE []

LEVEL phrase

NUMBER single

POSITION 2

CUE-STORE []

LEVEL phrase

NUMBER single

POSITION 1

CUE-STORE [but since]

NUCLEUS SATELLITE

Figure �� A formal text structure

� If a discourse marker is expressed within a complex unit� it should be attached to the
simple unit that occurs �rst in the text�

� Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� However� since the medicine is for you� never
give Elixir to other patients�

� �Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� Since the medicine is for you� never give Elixir
to other patients� however�

We are not claiming that texts which violate this constraint are ungrammatical� merely
that they are more prone to ambiguity and� therefore� to misinterpretation�

� Related work

Like Danlos �	

�� we treat discourse markers as lexical realisations of certain clusters of
features� and handle clauses� sentences and texts within a uniform framework� This work is
also closely related to that of Webber and Joshi �	

� in that both use features to constrain
the set of discourse markers which can appear in a particular context� and take into account
both syntactic and rhetorical properties of discourse markers� It di�ers from their approach in
that we specify the syntactic options within the feature system� while Webber and Joshi use
LTAG trees which make explicit the syntactic con�gurations available to a given set of discourse
markers�

Grote and Stede �	

� suggest a way of constructing a lexicon of discourse markers� which
contains the appropriate features to allow a generation system to choose amongst them� Their
proposal appears to be completely consistent with the present work� Many of the features they
identify as important are the same as those which we use� and the additional information they



would include could easily be added to our representation �e�g� level of formality and polarity
information��

� Other interesting issues

There are a number of interesting issues which arise from this work� but which we have not
yet had time to work out detailed solutions for� One is determining the contexts in which
it is preferable to not mark a rhetorical relation explicitly� i�e� the issue of discourse marker
occurrence mentioned at the start of the paper� Conversely� when is it appropriate to doubly
mark a relation� as in example �	��� Another issue of interest to us is the conditions under which
it is appropriate to generate highly under�speci�ed discourse markers� such as ��� or �and��

�	�� Elixir has no signi�cant side�e�ects� but� however� since the medicine is for you� never
give it to other patients�

We also want to extend our approach to correlative discourse markers� such as �on the one
hand���on the other hand� or �if���then� �cf� Webber et� al�s �	


� treatment of these markers
in LTAG�� Finally we want to treat a wider range of text�structures� including formatting
information �e�g� indented lists� and other text units within sentences �e�g� Nunberg�s text�
clause level��
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